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Supply chain management is a new concept which is very different from 
conventional product and sale one. It has exceeded the corporation bounds, which 
leaving from the new thinking of setting up cooperate fellowship relation, 
beginning with the headstream of producing manufacture, and going up to the 
final of product consume market. Completely and entirely considered the compete 
power of product at the strategically highness, supply chain management has 
moved up from just focusing on product competence independently in corporation, 
to one kind of method system which to be wholly taken into account strategically 
of product competence. 
This thesis discusses supply chain management concerning about the concept 
and the development status, as well as the differences between supply chain 
management and traditional corporation management pattern. With Xiamen ABB 
Switch Ltd. for study object, it also analyses in details about the practical 
application and the existent problem of supply chain management in the 
corporations majored in Xiamen ABB Switch Ltd. Moreover it gives the respond 
measures and the attentive matters in implementing supply chain management. 
The thesis is consisted five charters. Chapter one mostly sets forth the study issues 
and the study purpose and meanings of the thesis. Chapter two introduces the 
study background of the thesis about ABB multi-national Co., Xiamen ABB 
Switch Ltd., and inner-nation switch market. It states the correlation concepts in 
thesis like supply chain, supply chain management, the differences between 
supply chain management and traditional corporation management pattern. It also 
analyses the situation of supply chain management both in inner-nation and 
outer-nation, as well as in Xiamen ABB Switch Ltd.. Chapter three and Chapter 














supply chain management in Xiamen ABB Switch Ltd., which is in details of trust 
mechanism among supply chain corporations and management of suppliers. The 
theory of ABC Taxonomy and VMI Management of Suppliers would be applied in 
analyzing stock problems of supply chain. The theory of Bullwhip Effect also 
would be applied in analyzing information transfer problems of supply chain. 
Chapter four brings forward the respond measures aimed at the problems 
in Chapter three, which includes: 1) How to set up trust mechanism and stratagem 
alliance of supply chain; 2) Adopt multi-dimension method to analyze on materiel 
and categories management method to improve management of materiel 
purchases and stock; 3) Use case analyses method to suggest information share be 
to minish the influence of Bullwhip Effect; 4) The method of enhancing 
management of suppliers is to evaluate suppliers and keep the process of dynamic 
management. Chapter five analyses the watch points on uncertainty management 
and risk management of supply chain in implementing supply chain management. 
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主要产品有 ZS1智能型 10KV系列开关柜、ZS8环网柜、ZS3.2的 35KV系列开




































































































































第二章  供应链管理理论 
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